Recent Publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

BY MEMBERS OF THE STAFF AND BY RESEARCH STUDENTS WORKING UNDER THEIR SUPERVISION

The publications information has been derived from the College's Research Support System. Every effort has been made to ensure that the information is accurate and complete. Please notify the Research Support Systems Administrator (email: rssadmin@tcd.ie) of any errors or omissions which will be corrected in next year's Calendar.

Trinity Business School


'Leveraging business model innovation in the international space industry', Disruptive technology: concepts, methodologies, tools, and applications, ed M. Khosrow-Pou, Hershey PA, IGI Global (2020), 625-643 [L. Brennan, A. Vecchi]


'The future of back to work requires a hybrid systems thinking', California Management Review, November (2020), 4 [T. Jain, L. Brennan]

Browne, Sarah, 'How are frames generated? Insights from the industry lobby against the sugar tax in Ireland', Social Science and Medicine, 264 (2020), 113215, [N. Campbell, M. Mialon, K. Reilly, S. Browne, F.M. Finucane]

Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


'How does framing work as a corporate political activity? The case of the sugar lobby in Ireland', *Social Science and Medicine*, 264, 113215 (2020), 12 [N. Campbell, S. Browne, F. Finucane, K. Reilly, M. Mialon]


'Edgar Schein on change: insights into the creation of a model', *Journal of Applied Behavioral Science*, 57, 1 (2021), 11-19 [D. Coghlan]

'Fostering undergraduate research through insider inquiry: exploiting student work experiences', *Management Teaching Review*, 6, 1 (2021), 66-72 [D. Coghlan]

*Collaborative inquiry for organization development and change*, Cheltenham, UK, Edward Elgar (2021), i-120 [A.B. Rami Shani, D. Coghlan]


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


Huang, Yufei, 'How to convert green supply chain integration efforts into green innovation: a perspective of knowledge-based view', Sustainable Development (2020), 1-16 [T. Kong, T. Feng, Y. Huang, J. Cai]


Malan, Daniel, 'Applying due diligence guidelines and procedures to Steinhoff international holdings - could South Africa’s largest accounting scandal have been avoided?', Oil, Gas and Energy Quarterly, 70, 1 (2019), 101-122 [N. Grove, M. Clouse, D. Malan]


Mialon, Melissa, 'How are frames generated? Insights from the industry lobby against the sugar tax in Ireland', Social Science and Medicine, 264 (2020), 113215, [N. Campbell, M. Mialon, K. Reilly, S. Browne, F. Finucane]
Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

"The architecture of the state was transformed in favour of the interests of companies': corporate political activity of the food industry in Colombia", *Globalization and Health* (2020), https://doi.org/10.1186/s12992-020-00631-x [M. Mialon, D.A. Gaitan Charry, G. Cediel, E. Crosbie, F. Baeza Scagliusi, E.M. Perez Tamayo]


'Food industry influence on public health policy, research and practice in Chile: 'the economy has always been the main concern'', *Globalization and Health* (2020), https://doi.org/10.1186/s12992-020-00638-4 [M. Mialon, C. Corvalan, G. Cediel, F. Baeza Scagliusi, M. Reyes]

'Involvement of the food industry in nutrition conferences in Latin America and the Caribbean', *Public Health Nutrition* (2020), https://doi.org/10.1017/s1368980020003870 [M. Mialon, A. Jaramillo, P. Caro (...), F. Rauber, G. Rivas-Mariño]


'Transnational corporations, obesity and planetary health', *The Lancet Planetary Health* (2020), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S2542-5196(20)30146-7 [L. Schmidt, M. Mialon, C. Kearns, E. Crosbie]


'The characteristics and extent of food industry involvement in peer-reviewed research articles from ten leading nutrition-related journals in 2018', *PLoS ONE*, 15, 12 (2020), e0243144 [G. Sacks, D. Riesenberg, M. Mialon, S. Dean, A.J. Cameron]


'A call to advance and translate research into policy on governance, ethics, and conflicts of interest in public health: the GECI-PH network', *Globalization and Health*, 17, 1 (2021), 16 [N. Nakkash, M. Mialon, J. Makhoul, M. Arora, R. Afifi, A. Al Halabi, L. London]

'Help or hindrance? The alcohol industry and alcohol control in Portugal', *International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health*, 16, 22 (2019), http://dx.doi.org/10.3390/ijerph16224554 [M. Paixao, M. Mialon]
'Public health and the ultra-processed food and drink products industry: corporate political activity of major transnationals in Latin America and the Caribbean', *Public Health Nutrition*, 22, 10 (2019), 1898-1908 [M. Mialon, F. Gomes]

'Reply to the article: 'What principles should guide interactions between population health researchers and the food industry? Systematic scoping review of peer-reviewed and grey literature'', *Obesity Reviews*, 20, 10 (2019), 1504-1506 [M. Mialon, A. Fabbri, G. Fooks]

'We must have a sufficient level of profitability': food industry submissions to the French parliamentary inquiry on industrial food', *Critical Public Health* (2019), http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09581596.2019.1606418 [M. Mialon, J. Mialon, G. Calixto Andrade, J.C. Moubarak]


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


**Van Stel, Andre**, 'Digital divide' among European entrepreneurs: which types benefit most from ICT implementation?', *Journal of Business Research*, 125 (2021), 533-547 [J.M. Millán, S. Lyalkov, A. Burke, A. Millán, A. van Stel]


'U.S. stock prices and the dot.com-bubble: can dividend policy rescue the efficient market hypothesis?', *Journal of Corporate Finance*, (2021), http://hdl.handle.net/2262/95632 [T. Basse, T. Klein, S.A. Vigne, C. Wegener]


School of Creative Arts


"How it is": intermedial prose performance and the 'unperformable", *Samuel Beckett today/Aujourd'hui*, 32, 1 (2020), 86-103 [N. Johnson]


*Journal of Beckett Studies*, 'The pedagogy issue', eds J. Heron, N. Johnson, 29, 1 (2020), 1-158

'Editorial note to "Dossier: pedagogies of place", *Journal of Beckett Studies*, 29, 1 (2020), 64-65 [J. Heron, N. Johnson]
Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

'Cascando, by Samuel Beckett', Pan Pan theatre company, Düsseldorf and Galway, Forum Freies theater and Galway international arts festival (2020), [N. Johnson]


'What is the word, after Samuel Beckett', Pan Pan theatre company, Paris and Belfast, CCI at Cinéma les 3 Luxembourg/Belfast international arts festival at Strand Arts Centre (2020), [N. Johnson]

'D-Project', OT platform, Dublin, Dublin Theatre Festival/Civic Theatre Tallaght (2020), [N. Johnson]

'Augmented play, after Samuel Beckett', V-SENSE/Volograms, Dublin (2019), [N. Johnson]


Thomas, Miranda, "Covering the main points': playing with the tempest in Margaret Atwood's Hag-Seed', Playfulness in Shakespearean adaptations, eds A. Norrie, M. Gerzic, Routledge (2020), 39-55 [M. Fay Thomas]

Wilmer, Stephen, Nordic theatre studies, ed S.E. Wilmer, 32, 1 (2020), 1-178


Research student

Thobois, Céline, "Leur vie d'homme presque, d'homme tout juste, d'homme assez': une étude de l'hybridation des créatures Beckettiennes dans le contexte de l'anthropocène', Samuel Beckett Today/Aujourd'hui, 32 (2020), 289-305 [C. Thobois]

FILM


'Avenging the famine: Lance Daly's Black '47, genre and history', Trauma and identity in contemporary Irish culture, eds M. Terrazas Gallego, Oxford, Bern, Berlin etc, Peter Lang (2020), 59-79 [R. Barton]

'Trauma, motive and the post-troubles psychopath in The Fall', Television and New Media, 22, 1 (2021), 32-46 [R. Barton]

Murphy, Denis, 'Do state funding, geographic location, and networks matter?', Cultural Trends (2020), 10.1080/09548963.2020.1768026 [J. O'Hagan, D. Murphy, R. Barton]


'Remixing actresses' voices on the you must remember this podcast, 'in focus' dossier on 'revoicing the screen', Cinema Journal/JCMS, 59, 4 (2020), 159-164 [J. O'Meara]

Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

Film matters, eds J. O'Meara, H. Harrington, 11, 1 (2020), 139-176

MUSIC

‘Ghost songs’, USA, Divine Art/Métier (2021), [Laetare, R. Blunnie, R. Duckworth]

‘If words are water’, Christ Church, Taney, Dundrum/New York University, School of Music/ Aaron Copland School of Music, Queens College/Lehman College School of Music, (2020), [E. Rigaki, W.N. Herbert]
‘VRiadne [a VR and AR opera]’ (2020), [E. Rigaki, W.N. Herbert, A. Smolic]

School of Education


Bray, Aibhin, 'A Short Instrument for measuring students' Confidence with 'Key Skills' (SICKS): development, validation and initial results', Thinking Skills and Creativity, 37 (2020), 1-14 [A. Bray, P. Byrne, M. O'Kelly]

‘Media/ting educational reform: junior cycle reform in the media', Curriculum change within policy and practice - reforming second-level education in Ireland, eds D. Murchan, K. Johnston, Switzerland, Palgrave Macmillan (2021), 61-81 [A. Devitt]


Curriculum change within policy and practice - reforming second-level education in Ireland, 1, Switzerland, Palgrave Macmillan (2021), 1-277 [D. Murchan, K. Johnston]

'Reforming curriculum: policy optimism meets practice', Curriculum change within policy and practice - reforming second-level education in Ireland, eds D. Murchan, K. Johnston, Switzerland, Palgrave Macmillan (2021), 3-19

'Key skills in the context of twenty-first-century teaching and learning', Curriculum change within policy and practice - reforming second-level education in Ireland, eds D. Murchan, K. Johnston, Switzerland, Palgrave Macmillan (2021), 85-104 [K. Johnston]


'Media/ting educational reform: junior cycle reform in the media', Curriculum change within policy and practice - reforming second-level education in Ireland, eds D. Murchan, K. Johnston, Switzerland, Palgrave Macmillan (2021), 61-81 [A. Devitt]


'Universal design for learning (UDL) - implications for guidance', Guidance Matters, 3 (2019), 3 [M. Quirke, C. McGuckin]

Murchan, Damian, Curriculum change within policy and practice - reforming second-level education in Ireland, 1, Switzerland, Palgrave Macmillan (2021), 1-277 [D. Murchan, K. Johnston]

'Reforming curriculum: policy optimism meets practice', Curriculum change within policy and practice - reforming second-level education in Ireland, eds D. Murchan, K. Johnston, Switzerland, Palgrave Macmillan (2021), 3-19


'Leading organisational change to support junior cycle reform', Curriculum change within policy and practice - reforming second-level education in Ireland, eds D. Murchan, K. Johnston, Switzerland, Palgrave Macmillan (2021), 229-254 [E. O’Connor, D. Murchan]

Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


'Navigating the river: supporting young children with ASD through transitions', *Foster*, 8 (2019), 23-34 [M. Twomey]

Research students


Eren, Ebru, 'Never the right time: maternity planning alongside a science career in academia', *Journal of Gender Studies* (2020), http://hdl.handle.net/2262/94561 [E. Eren]

O'Regan, Maeve, 'Networked in or networked out? What can we learn from diverse learners' experiences of progressing with and completing doctoral studies?', *The future of higher education Bologna process researchers' conference*, eds Bologna Process Researchers' Conference, Bucharest, Romania (2020), 1-2 [M. O' Regan]


Murphy, Bernice, 'Place, space, and the reconfiguration of 'white trash' monstrosity', *Jordan Peele's get out: political horror*, ed D. Keetley, Ohio, Ohio University Press (2020), 72-86 [B.M. Murphy]


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


'Stuck in the middle with Ulysses', *James Joyce Literary Supplement*, 34, 2 (2020), 2 [S. Slote]


*Understanding dispensationalism*, Eugene, OR, Wipf and Stock (2020), 255 [M. Sweetnam]


*Church - what, why, and for whom?*, Eugene, OR, Wipf and Stock (2020), 102 [M. Sweetnam]


Research student

Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

School of Histories and Humanities

CLASSICS


'Formal diction, intertextuality, narrative and the complexity of Greek epic diction', *Symbolae Osloenses*, 93 (2019), 234-266 [A. Kahane]


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

Research students


Madela, Alexandra Maria, 'The hidden third siren of the 'Orphic Argonautica', *Mnemosyne*, 73, 1 (2020), 112-122 [A. Madela]

'The 'sacred island': an ancient name for Ireland', *Classics Ireland*, 26 (2019), 25-29 [A. Madela]

McGrath, Sean Everett, 'Cave hominem: critical reflections on the treatment of domestic animals in pseudo-oppián's cynegetica', *Mnemosyne*, 73, 1 (2020), 87-111 [S.E. McGrath]

Moore, Ralph Thomas, 'Empire without end at the ends of the Earth: Ireland and thule in Roman imperial ideology', *Classics Ireland*, 26 (2019), 58-87 [R. Moore]


HISTORY


Brown, David, Empire and enterprise: money, power and the adventurers for Irish land during the British civil wars, 1, Manchester, Manchester University Press (2020), 1-300 [D. Brown]

'This blessed plot', *History Today*, 70, 9 (2020), 74-83 [D. Brown]


*The Scottish Historical Review*, eds D. Ditchburn, E. Macleod, 98, 2 (2019), 158-331

*The Scottish Historical Review*, eds D. Ditchburn, E. Macleod, 98, supplement (2019), 333-468

*The Scottish Historical Review*, eds D. Ditchburn, E. Macleod, 99, 1 (2020), 1-170


*The Scottish Historical Review*, eds D. Ditchburn, E. Macleod, 99, supplement (2020), 331-490


*History Ireland*, ed S. Duffy, 27, 3 (2019), 72

‘Platform piece: 850 years of oppression?’, *History Ireland*, 27, 3 (2019), 16-17 [S. Duffy]

‘1169 and all that’, *History Ireland*, 27, 3 (2019), 20-24 [S. Duffy]


‘The capacity trend method: a new approach for enumerating the Newfoundland cod fisheries (1675-1790)’, *Historical Methods* (2021), 1-14 [J. Nicholls, B. Allaire, P. Holm]


‘Renovating Christian charity: global Catholicism, the Save the Children fund, and humanitarianism during the First World War’, *Past and Present*, 250, 1 (2021), 203-241 [P.J. Houlihan]


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


Lewis, Simon, 'Edward Hart: bricklayer, theologian and nonjuring martyr', *History of European Ideas* (2021), http://hdl.handle.net/2262/94319 [S. Lewis]

"Five pounds for a swadler's head": The Cork anti-methodist riots of 1749-50', *Historical Research*, 94, 263 (2021), 51-72 [S. Lewis]


'A weather diary from Donegal, Ireland, 1846-1875', *Weather* (2020), 7 [S. O'Connor, C. Murphy, J. Butler, A. Crampsie, F. Ludlow, C. Horvath, E. Jobbova]


'Climate, disease and society in late-medieval Ireland', *Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy*, 120C (2020), 159-252 [B.M.S. Campbell, F. Ludlow]


Warntjes, Immo, 'A.D. 672 - the apex of apocalyptic thought in the early medieval Latin West', *Empire, death, and afterlife in Christianity, Islam, and Buddhism*, eds V. Wieser et al., Berlin, de Gruyter (2020), 202-233 [I. Warntjes]


Cherry, Peter, 'A newly discovered ‘immaculate conception’ by Diego Velázquez', *The Burlington Magazine*, 162, 1413 (2020), 1028-1037 [P. Cherry]


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


'Ecocritical art history', *Art History*, 43, 3 (2020), 640-645 [T. Stott]

Tierney, Andrew, 'Was the carver happy while he was about it?' Trinity's Museum Building and the Ruskinian principle of happiness', *Happiness in nineteenth century Ireland*, ed Mary Hatfield, Liverpool, Liverpool University Press (2021), 97-118 [A. Tierney]


School of Languages, Literatures and Cultural Studies


'Frankenstein and primo levi: reading Mary Shelley in the context of the holocaust and contemporary biopolitics', *Jahrbuch der Inklings Gesellschaft* (2020), 121-133 [P. Arnds]

'Rewilding the world in the postcolonial age: on the nexus between cultural production and species politics', *Journal of Postcolonial Writing*, 57 (2020), 568-582 [P. Arnds]


'Sustainability of digital humanities projects as a publication and documentation challenge', *Journal of Documentation*, 76, 2 (2020), http://hdl.handle.net/2262/91506 [J. Edmond, F. Morselli]


'À l'écoute des calligrammes d'apollinaire', Revue d'histoire littéraire de la France, 121, 1 (2021), 35-46 [A. Lukes]


'Measuring internationalisation. a new approach for benchmarking within the Coimbra group network of European universities', Internationalisation of Higher Education-Policy and Practice, 3 (2020), 5-21 [D. Donoghue, L. Thilly, H. Spencer-Oatey, D. Dauber, N. Pidgeon, J. Barkhoff]


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


**HISPANIC STUDIES**


**IRISH AND CELTIC LANGUAGES**


**Mac Cáithigh, Eoin**, 'Gofraidh Óg Mac an Bhaird cecinit: 4. Do toireadh ceannas chlann gCuinn', *Ériu*, 69 (2019), 81-125 [E. Mac Cáithigh]


Zeitschrift für celtische Philologie, eds J. Uhlich, T. Meißner, A. Blom, 66 (2019), v, 262

**ITALIAN**


'Carte d'identità letterarie dei narratori decameroniani', *Griseldaonline*, 19, 2 (2020), 221-244 [I. Candido]

'Le lettere perdute di Francesco Bruni a Petrarca, Boccaccio, salutati e tre inedite a Francesco e bene del bene', *Échanges épistolaires autour de pétrarque et boccace*, ed S. Ferrara, Paris, Honoré Champion (2021), 329-358 [I. Candido]

**NEAR AND MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES**


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


RUSSIAN AND SLAVONIC LANGUAGES


Szymanska, Kasia, 'A second nature: Baranczak translates Baranczak for America', *Slavic and East European Journal*, 64.3, Fall (2020), 475-495 [K. Szymanska]
'Peeping through the holes of a translated palimpsest in Jonathan Safran Foer's *Tree of Codes*', *Contemporary Literature*, 61.1, Spring (2021), 32-65 [K. Szymanska]


School of Law


''If consent is bought, it is not freely chosen': compromised consent in prostituted sex in Ireland', *Dignity: a Journal on Sexual Exploitation and Violence*, 5, 3 (2020), 1-10 [I. Bacik]
'The offences against the state acts: reflections from practice and the legislature', *The Offences Against the State Act 1939 at 80: a model counter-terrorism act?*, ed M. Coen, Hart Publishing (2021), 203-219 [I. Bacik]
'#MeToo, consent and prostitution - the Irish law reform experience', *Women's Studies International Forum*, 86 (2021), 1-8 [I. Bacik]


Biehler, Hilary, 'The right to representation as an aspect of procedural fairness', *Irish Law Times*, 38, 13 (2020), 5-12 [H. Biehler]
'Procedural fairness and a two stage process - why there can be no 'bright line rule'', *Irish Jurist*, 63 (2020), 28-47 [H. Biehler]
'Interlocutory injunctions - recent guidance from the supreme court', *Irish Law Times*, 38, 13 (2020), 190-195 [H. Biehler]

Calendar 2021-22
Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

'Third party procedure - an analysis of recent decisions', *Irish Law Times*, 39, 1 (2021), 7-15 [H. Biehler]


**Cox, Neville**, *Behind the veil: a critical analysis of European anti-veiling laws*, 1, Edward Elgar (2019), 1, [N. Cox]


**Donnelly, Catherine**, *De Smith’s principles of judicial review*, 2nd ed, London, Sweet and Maxwell (2020), 1-1350 [C. Donnelly, I. Hare]

**Doyle, Oran**, 'Clearing the legal decks for the abortion referendum: the Supreme Court, constitutional precedent and legal certainty', *Irish Supreme Court Review*, 1 (2019), 223-241 [O. Doyle]


**Fennelly, David**, 'Data retention in Ireland', *European constitutional courts towards data retention laws*, eds Zubik, Podkowik, Rybski, Germany, Springer International (2020), 137-154 [D. Fennelly]


'Public policy or intent: the rationale underlying easements of necessity', *Dublin University Law Journal*, 42, 1 (2020), 63-87 [S.E. Hamill]


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

'The corroboration requirement for confession evidence', *Irish Law Times*, 38, 16 (2020), 244-248 [L. Heffernan]

*Evidence in criminal trials*, Second, Dublin, Bloomsbury Professional (2020), 1-966 [L. Heffernan]

'Irish criminal trials and European legal culture: a backdrop to Brexit', *Journal of Criminal Law online first* (2020), 1-14 [L. Heffernan]


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


School of Linguistic, Speech and Communication Sciences


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


'A consensus statement for the management and rehabilitation of communication and swallowing function in the ICU: a global response to covid-19', *Archives of Physical and Medical Rehabilitation* (2021), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apmr.2020.10.113. [A. Freeman-Sanderson, E. Ward, A. Miles (…), M. Walshe, M. Brodsky]


CENTRE FOR LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION STUDIES


'Criterial positions as diagnostics in Italo-Romance: some highs and lows', *Revue Roumaine de Linguistique*, 2021 (2021), 1-30 [V. Colasanti]

Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


'Testing the GlórCáil system in a speaker and affect voice transformation task', *Speech Prosody 2020*, Tokyo, Japan (2020), 950-954 [A. Murphy, I. Yanushevskaya, A. Ni Chasaide, C. Gobl]


'The derivation of the Tibetan present prefix g - from h -', *Acta Orientalia Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae*, 72, 3 (2019), 325-332 [N.W. Nathan]


*Common European framework of reference for languages: learning, teaching, assessment. companion volume*, 1, Strasbourg, Council of Europe (2020), 1-273


'Bridging the gap: the European language portfolio and L2 Irish sign languages learners at A2-B1 level', *Teanga* (2020), 100-119 [C. Grehan, L. Leeson]


'You have the right to remain signing: deaf people and the Irish justice system', *Teanga* (2020), 142-173 [L. Leeson, S. Flynn, T. Lynch, H. Sheikh]
Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


**Little, David**, *Engaging with linguistic diversity: a study of educational inclusion in an Irish primary school*, London and New York, Bloomsbury Academic (2019), xxiv + 190 [D. Little, D. Kirwan]


*Language and languages in the primary school: some guidelines for teachers*, Dublin, Post-primary languages Ireland (2021), 47 [D. Little, D. Kirwan]

'A plurilingual approach to language education at primary level: an example from Ireland', *Language learning in anglophone countries: challenges, practices, ways forward*, eds U. Lanvers, A.S. Thompson, M. East, Cham, Switzerland, Palgrave Macmillan/Springer (2021), 405-423 [D. Little, D. Kirwan]


'Testing the GlórCáil system in a speaker and affect voice transformation task', *Speech Prosody 2020*, Tokyo, Japan (2020), 950-954 [A. Murphy, I. Yanushevskaya, A. Ni Chasaide, C. Gobl]


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


Singleton, David, 'Adults learning additional languages in their later years: the pain, the profit and the pleasure', Journal of Multilingual Theories and Practices, 1, 1 (2020), 112-124 [D. Singleton, D. Zaborska]


Research student


CENTRE FOR DEAF STUDIES


School of Psychology

Byrne, Ruth, 'If and or: real and counterfactual possibilities in their truth and probability', Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory and Cognition, 46, 4 (2020), 760-780 [R.M.J. Byrne, P.N. Johnson-Laird]


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


Cahill, Joan, 'The requirements for new tools for use by pilots and the aviation industry to manage risks pertaining to Work-Related Stress (WRS) and wellbeing, and the ensuing impact on performance and safety', *Technologies*, 8, 3 (2020), 1-49 [J. Cahill, P. Cullen, S. Anwer, K. Gaynor, S. Wilson]


'Pilot Work Related Stress (WRS), effects on wellbeing (including mental health) and coping methods', *The International Journal of Aerospace Psychology* (2021), http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/24721840.2020.1858714 [J. Cahill, P. Cullen, S. Anwer, S. Wilson, K. Gaynor]
Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


'The impact of the covid-19 pandemic on aviation workers and the aviation system', *Aviation MX Human Factors Quarterly Newsletter*, 8, 4 (2021), 12-16 [J. Cahill, P. Cullen, S. Anwer, K. Gaynor]


'What accounts for the association between grip strength and mental functioning in aging people?', *Maturitas*, 138 (2020), 80-81 [R.G. Carson]


'Experiences of fatherhood among men who were sexually abused in childhood', *Child Abuse and Neglect*, 98 (2019), 104177, [J. O'Brien, M. Creaner, E. Nixon]


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


**Finn, Mairead**, 'What do we mean by individual capacity strengthening for primary health care in low- and middle-income countries? A systematic scoping review to improve conceptual clarity', *Human Resources for Health*, 19, 1 (2021), 5 [M. Finn, B. Gilmore, G. Sheaf, F. Vallières]


'What do we mean by individual capacity strengthening for primary health care in low-and middle-income countries? A systematic scoping review to improve conceptual clarity', *Human Resources for Health*, 19, 1 (2021), 5 [M. Finn, B. Gilmore, G. Sheaf, F. Vallières]


'Promoting well-being in refugee children: an exploratory controlled trial of a positive psychology intervention delivered in Greek refugee camps', *Development and Psychopathology* (2019), http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0954579419001585 [S. Foka, K. Hadfield, M. Pluess, I. Mareschal]

'Measuring the psychosocial, biological, and cognitive signatures of profound stress in humanitarian settings: impacts, challenges, and strategies in the field', *Conflict and Health*, 14, 1 (2020), 1-7 [C. Panter-Brick, M. Eggerman, A. Ager, K. Hadfield, R. Dajani]


'Exercise interventions for patients with advanced cancer: a systematic review of recruitment, attrition, and exercise adherence rates', *Palliative and Supportive Care*, 17, 6 (2019), 686-696 [G. Sheill, E. Guinan, L. Brady, D. Hevey, J. Hussey]

'Scoping review of factors influencing the implementation of group psychoeducational initiatives for people experiencing mental health difficulties and their families', *Journal of Mental Health* (2020), 1-14 [A. Higgins, R. Murphy, J. Barry (…), D. Hevey et al.]

Examining the extended parallel process model for communicating about cardiovascular disease to an at-risk population utilising a think aloud methodology', *HRB Open*, 2 (2019), 12 [S. Moylett, D. Hevey]


'Experiences of fatherhood among men who were sexually abused in childhood', *Child Abuse and Neglect*, 98 (2019), 104177, [J. O'Brien, M. Creaner, E. Nixon]


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

'Parental involvement in a multidisciplinary PhD programme in neonatal brain injury’, HRB Open Research, 3 (2020), 40, [E.J. Molloy, M. Daly, P. Ryan (…), E. Nixon et al.]

'How to use the Bayley scales of infant and toddler development’, Archives of Disease in Childhood - Education and Practice (2020), http://dx.doi.org/10.1136/archdischild-2020-319063 [C. Del Rosario, M. Slevin, E. Molloy, J. Quigley, E. Nixon]


'Are changes in beliefs about rumination and in emotion regulation skills mediators of the effects of internet-delivered cognitive-behavioral therapy for depression and anxiety? Results from a randomized controlled trial’, Cognitive Therapy and Research (2021), http://hdl.handle.net/2262/94718 [A. Enrique, N. Eilert, R. Wogan, C. Earley, D. Duffy, J. Palacios, L. Timulak, D. Richards]


'Banbury forum consensus statement on the path forward for digital mental health treatment’, Psychiatric Services (2021), http://hdl.handle.net/2262/94826 [D.C. Mohr, F. Azocar, A. Bertagnolli (…), D. Richards et al.]
Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences
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